XLOne

The organisation-wide reporting tool is an intuitive and interactive way to present high level business information. Easily create, publish and distribute content rich reports with this simple, spreadsheet-based tool.

Key features and benefits

Simple to use
Anyone who has used a spreadsheet before can create an XLOne report. It’s that simple. XLOne is designed for everyday business users and little to no training is required.

Microsoft Excel functionality
Microsoft Excel features such as formatting, page setup, formulas, charts, outlining, pivot tables, macros and more can be incorporated in an XLOne report.

Online and offline drill down
Instead of creating longwinded reports that contain a lot of detail, create high level summary reports that offer drill down capability. Users with online access to the database can drill down to the detailed information. If users do not have access to the database they can be emailed an offline version of the report containing the drill down data.

Report across systems
Create a single report that displays data from two or more sources. Whether you wish to report on data held in TechnologyOne products or other inhouse databases, XLOne provides an easy but powerful method of linking your organisational data together.

Real time information
As soon as data is saved in its source system, XLOne can report on it. Data can be accessed immediately, providing real time reports as soon as data is available.

TechnologyOne data sources
Report on any TechnologyOne data sources and any other data that is used by your organisation. One or more custom data sources can be defined each specifically nominating the data that is to be reported on.